Arizona Stewards Report Recap*
Rillito Race Track
Week of Feb. 13-14, Feb. 20 & 21 2016

SATURDAY, Feb. 13, 2016
Stewards Present: Juan Estrada, Scot Waterman, Violet Smith
State Veterinarian: Dr. Andy Carlton, DVM
State Identifier: Sarah Crane

Track: Fast

Hearings:
2016CR1001—Surrender of License

Scratches:
Race 2-#4 MURMANSK (Stewards’ scratch)
Race 7--#4 BETINI, (Stewards’ scratch)

Jockey Changes:
Race 6- #6 DEVIOUS CHUCHU (Jesus Osuna off, Andres Osuna, on)

Claims:
None

Significant Incidents/Matters:
Race 5—JOCKEY’S OBJECTION, #3 EL ESTRELLADO against the #4 FLYIN PROUD for interference throughout the stretch. After reviewing the film, the Stewards ruled that there was a lack of evidence and did not affect the outcome of the race. Therefore there would be NO CHANGE to the original order of finish. Jockeys involved #3 JULIAN SERRANO and #4 JESUS OSUNA.
**SUNDAY, Feb. 14, 2016**  
**Stewards Present:** Juan Estrada, Scot Waterman, Violet Smith  
**State Veterinarian:** Dr. Andy Carlton, DVM  
**State Identifier:** Sarah Crane  

**Track:** Fast  

**Hearings:**  
2016CR1002—No Papers on File  

**Scratches:**  
None  

**Jockey Changes:**  
Race 2- #2 FLASH AVENGER  Ron Beverly off, Luis Vescas on) DJM.  
Race 6- #4, MEMO TO REESE, Jesus Osuna off, Larry Gamez, on)  

**Claims:**  
None  

**Significant Incidents/Matters:**  
Race 1, #1 SHESA DEVA was entered in the program incorrectly as “Shes A Diva’< Notification to the public was made prior to race.  

Race 1 , #3 PEACEFUL BONO, reared up at the gate, horse was brought out, checked and cleared by the track veterinarian to race. Horse had to be resaddled due to broken saddle. This caused a short delay.  

Race 1, TRAINER OBJECTION #4 JACKS LIL CHARM, against the #3 PEACEFUL BONO for interference out of the gate. After reviewing the film, the Stewards ruled that #4 JACKS LIL CHARM broke out slowly and was never affected. Therefore, there would be no change to the original order of finish. Jockeys involved #3 Ron Beverly and #4 Michael Ybarra.  

Race 2, STEWARDS' INQUIRY. To review the start of the race involving horse #3 MOVING BEDUINO. After reviewing the film, the Stewards ruled that the horse caused its own trouble (Flipping Halter) and did not affect the outcome of the race. Therefore, there would be no change, horse lost its rider and Did not finish (DNF) the race. Jockey involved #3, Alejandro Osuna.  

Race 4, STEWARDS' INQUIRY to review the start of the race involving horse #6 SUFFERIN SASSAFRAS. After reviewing the film, the Stewards ruled that the horse DID NOT get a fair start. Therefore it was deemed a NON-STARTER and all pari-mutuel monies were refunded. Horse lost its rider and did not finish (DNF) the race. Jockey involved Marin Osuna.  

---  

**SATURDAY, Feb. 20, 2016**  
**Stewards Present:** Juan Estrada, Scot Waterman, Violet Smith  
**State Veterinarian:** Dr. Andy Carlton, DVM  
**State Identifier:** Sarah Crane  

**Track:** Fast
Hearings:
None

Scratches:
Race 1--#2 SILVER CREEK BLUES, Late Stewards’ scratch. Horse broke through the starting gate unseating its rider and ran off past the finish line into the first turn.

Race 8--#1 NIFTYS FIRST FLASH (Vet Scratch)

Jockey Changes:
Race 6- #4, JESS LIKE STOLI, (Adrian Ramos, off, Albert Medrano, on)

Claims:
None

Significant Incidents/Matters:
None
Race 7—JOCKEY OBJECTION, #2 NOT OFTEN against the #3 STOMPA YA FEET for interference. After reviewing the films, the Stewards ruled that there was a lack of evidence and did not affect the outcome of the race. Therefore, there would be NO CHANGE in this matter. Jockeys involved (#2 Jesus Osuna and #3 Luis Yescas.)

Race 7—JOCKEY OBJECTION, #5 RJ L PECAN GIRL against the #3 STOMPA YA FEET for interference. After reviewing the film, the Stewards ruled that #3 STOMPA YA FEET failed to make sufficient effort to maintain his lane. It bore out into the path of the #5 RJ L PECAN GIRL causing the horse to clip heels and lose all chance. The result was the disqualification of #5 STOMPA YA FEET from 1st place to 6th place. Jockeys involved (#5 Larry Gamez and #3 Luis Yescas.) Original order of finish (3-6-1-4-2-5) New Order (6-1-4-2-5-3)

*For informational purposed only. Compiled and edited from official Steward’s Reports submitted daily to the Arizona Department of Gaming/Racing Division’s Office. For complete reports, please submit a public information request form at https://racing.az.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/public_record_request_form_secured.pdf
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